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Multianalyte Microspoi immunoassay—Microanalytical "Compact Disk" of the Future
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Throughout the 1970s, controversy centered both on im-

munoassay "sensitivity" per se and on the relative sensi-

tivities of labeled antibody (Ab) and labeled analyte meth-

ods. Our theoretical studies revealed that RIA sensitivities

could be surpassed only by the use of very high-specific-

activity nonisotopic labels in "noncompetitive" designs,

preferably with monoclonal antibodies. The time-resolved

fluorescence methodology known as delfia—developed in

collaboration with LKB/Wallac—represented the first com-
mercial "ultrasensitive" nonisotopic technique based on
these theoretical insights, the same concepts being sub-

sequently adopted in comparable methodologies relying

on the use of cbemiluminescent and enzyme labels. How-
ever, high-specific-activity labels also permit the develop-
ment of "muttianaiyte" immunoassay systems combining
ultrasensitive with the simultaneous measurement of tens,

hundreds, or thousands of analytes in a small bblogicai

sample. This possibility relies on simple, albeit hitherto-

unexploited, physicochemical concepts. The first is that all

immunoassays rely on the measurement of Ab occupancy
by analyte. The second is that, provided the Ab concentra-

tion used is 'Vanishingly small," fractional Ab occupancy is

independent of both Ab concentration and sample volume.
This leads to the notion of "ratiometric" immunoassay,
involving measurement of the ratio of signals (e.g., fluores-

cent signals) emitted by two labeled Abs, the first (a

"sensor" Ab) deposited as a microspot on a solid support,

the second (a "developing" Ab) directed against either

occupied or unoccupied binding sites of the sensor Ab. Our
preliminary studies of this approach have relied on a
dual-channel scanning-laser confocal microscope, permit-

ting microspots of area 100 /im
2
or less to be analyzed,

and implying that an array of 106 Ab-containing microspots,

each directed against a different analyte, could, in princi-

ple, be accommodated on an area of 1 cm2
. Although

measurement of such analyte numbers is unlikely ever to

be required, the ability to analyze biological fluids for a wide
spectrum of analytes is likely to transform immunodiagnos-
tics in the next decade.

Additional Keyphraaes: radiometric Immunoassays
laser confocal microscope • fiuoroimmunoassay

scanning-

Immunoassay and other protein-binding assay meth-
ods based on the use of radioisotopic labels have played
a major role in medicine during the past three decades.
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Their utility and importance have derived primarily
from the structural specificity of many reactions be-

tween binding proteins and analytes and the detectabil-

ity of isotopically labeled reagents, the latter endowing
such techniques with "exquisite sensitivity" Recently,
however, interest has increasingly focused on noniso-
topic techniques based on identical analytical princi-

ples, differing only in the nature of the marker used to
label the reactant (e.g., antibody or antigen), whose
distribution between reacted ("bound") and unreacted
("free") fractions constitutes the assay "response."
The basic aims underlying this interest can be

broadly classed under four main headings:
• avoidance ofthe environmental, legal, economic, and

practical disadvantages of isotopic techniques (e.g., lim-

ited shelf life of isotopically labeled reagents, problems
of radioactive waste disposal, cost and complexity of
radioisotope counting equipment), particularly those
impeding the development of, for example, simple diag-

nostic kits^or home or doctor's office use;

• achievement of greater assay sensitivity;

• "direct" measurement of analyte concentrations by
use of transducer-based "immunosensors";

• simultaneous measurement of multiple analytes
Cmultianalyte assay").

In this presentation I will focus primarily on the last

of these objectives, using this to set out the principles

underlying our present attempts to develop a new "min-
iaturized" technology that will permit the simultaneous
measurement of an unlimited number of analytes in a
small biological sample such as a single drop of blood.
However, retention (and, if possible, improvement) of
the high sensitivities of conventional isotopic tech-
niques is a basic aim not only of our own studies in this

area but also of most other endeavors falling under the
above headings. It is therefore appropriate to preface

this paper with a discussion of the general principles

underlying the attainment of high binding-assay sensi-

tivity.

Immunoassay Sensitivity: Some Basic Concepts

Definition of Assay Sensitivity

The need to establish assay conditions yielding max-
imal sensitivity underlay the independent construction
of mathematical theories of immunoassay design by
both Yalow and Berson (J) and Ekins et al. (2) in the
course of the original development of these methods in

the early 1960s. Regrettably, these theoretical studies
led to a prolonged controversy, arising largely from the
conflicting concepts of "sensitivity" adopted by the two
groups (see Figure 1). Briefly, Berson and Yalow, in
their many publications relating to immunoassay de-
sign (e.g:, J, 3), defined sensitivity as the 6lope of the
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Ftg. 1. "Tne differing concepts of sensitivity and precision underlying

radioimmunoassay design theories developed by (/eft) Yalow and
Benson (e.Q.. f. 3) and (right) Ekins et al. (2, 4)

Yalow and Berson define assay A as more sensitive because it yields a

response curve of on*tar slope. Dona et aJ. define assay B as more sensitive

because the imprecision of measurement of 2ero dose (aD) is less. Yalow and
Beraon likewise define an assay system as more precise H it yields a sleeper

response curve when data are plotted on a log dose scale

response curve relating the fraction or percentage of

labeled antigen bound (b) to analyte concentration ([H]).

In contrast, Ekins et al. (e.g., 2, 4) defined sensitivity as

the (im)precision of measurement of zero dose, this

quantity being indicative of, and essentially equivalent

to, the lower limit of detection.

The key difference between these two definitions

clearly lies in the dependence of the assay detection

limit on the error (imprecision) in the measurement of

the response variable. By neglecting this crucial factor,

the "response curve slope" definition leads to many
obvious absurdities. For example, plotting conventional

RIA data in terms of the response metameter B/F (i.e.,

the bound to free ratio) suggests that assay "sensitivity"

is increased by increasing the antibody concentration in

the system; however, the converse conclusion is reached

if identical data are plotted in terms of F/B'(see Figure

2). Observation of the shape and slopes of response

curves without detailed error analysis thus constitutes a

totally misleading guide to optimal immunoassay de-

sign. This approach has, however, characterized many
of the studies conducted in the immunoassay field dur-

ing the past 30 years, and has been the Bource of much

Any plot

Response curve slope Detection limit

Rg. 2. Schematic representation of RIA dose-reiponse curves

observed for high and low antibody concentrations plotted in terms of

(toll) the free/bound fraction (RB); (center) the bound/free fraction

(B/F)

Note that the tow antibody concentration yields a response curve of greater

slope when the aa*ay response is plotted In terms of F/B, but of lower slope

when plotted In terms of B>F. The precision of measurement of zero dose
<AD0) is independent of the coordinate frame ua*d to plot assay data (see

right)

mythology. For example, consideration of the Law of
Mass Action reveals that, when response curves corre-

sponding to different antibody concentrations are plot-

ted in terms of b vs [H], the maximal slope at zero d ae

is obtained for a concentration of 0.SIK (where K is the
affinity constant), in which circumstance the zero dose
response (b0) is 33%. This conclusion led to Berson and
Yalov/s enunciation of the well-known dictum (which,

albeit Erroneous, is broadly adhered to by many immu-
noassay practitioners and kit manufacturers) that, to

maximize RIA sensitivity, the amount ofantibody to use
in the system is that which binds 33% oflabeled antigen
in the absence of unlabeled antigen (J, 3).

Disagreement regarding the concept of sensitivity

inevitably led to prolonged dispute regarding immu-
noassay design (5). However, although it is still comm n
to encounter publications in the field that rely solely on
the response curve slope as a measure of sensitivity, the

assay detection limit is now widely accepted as the only

valid indicator of this parameter, and we do not there-

fore intend to dwell further on this issue here. It is

nevertheless relevant to an understanding of the *min-

iaturized" assay methodology described below to empha-
size that untenable concepts of both sensitivity and
precision underlie many of the commonly accepted rules

governing current immunoassay-design practice, some
of which are contravened in our own approach.

Basic Immunoassay Designs

It is likewise important in the present context to

comprehend the basis of the various types of immunoas-
says currently in use, and the constraints on the sensi-

tivities ofwhich they are potentially capable. The radio-

immunoassay and analogous protein-binding assay
techniques originally developed for the measurement of

insulin by Yalow and Berson (6), and of thyroxin and
vitamin B 12 by Ekins and Barakat (7, 8), relied on the
use of a labeled analyte marker to reveal the products of

the binding reactions between analyte and binder (Fig-

ure 3, left). This approach has subsequently often been
portrayed as relying on "competition" between labeled

and unlabeled analyte molecules for a limited number of

protein-binding Bites, such assayB being frequently re-

ferred to as "competitive."

Subsequently, Wide et al. in Sweden (9), followed

shortly by Miles and Hales in the U.K. (JO), developed
labeled antibody methods (Figure 3, right). These meth-
ods represented an extension of the "labeled reagent"

methods (utilizing radiolabeled organic compounds such
as

131Mabeled p-iodosulfonyl chloride, [
3
H]acetic anhy-

dride, and other similar reagents) devised, during the

early 1960s, by Keston et al. (J J), Avivi et al. (22), and
others for quantifying amino acids, steroid and thyroid

hormones, etc. Although radiolabeled antibody methods
(immunoradiometric assays; irmas) were originally

claimed (13) to be more sensitive than methods based on
the use of radiolabeled analyte, these claims were sup-

ported by neither rigorous theoretical analysis nor per-

suasive experimental evidence, and for some time re-

mained controversial. Further doubt on their validity
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analyte + antibody* anaJyte : antibody* (B)

•t residual analyte

+ residual antibody* (F)

Measure "fraction bound* (B)

Measure "fraction free" (F)

Fig. 3. Labeled-aneiyte (left) and labeled-antibody [right) assay
systems compared

Labeted-anaryte assay systems essentially rely on observation of an analyte
"marker- to reveaJ the products of the reaction between anafyte and antibody
(although the labeled analyte is not necessarily identical to the unlabeled
analyte in Its binding characteristics vis-A-vis arttoody). Note that, irrespective
of which traction o* the labeled analyte te measured after the binding reaction
the optimal antibody concentration required to maximize sensitivity In such a
system lend» toward aero (assuming a background signal of 0). Labeled-
antibody systems rely on observation of an antibody "marker to reveaJ the
products of the binding reaction between analyte and antibody. In this case
the optimal antibody concentration required to maximize sensrbYity tends
toward zero when the tree" antibody fraction is measured, but tends toward
infinity when the bound fraction is Determined (likewise assuming zero
background)

was cast by the publication by Rodbard and Weiss in
1973 (14) of detailed theoretical studies demonstrating
that both labeled analyte and labeled antibody methods
possessed essentially equal sensitivities. (Note: These
authors suggested that IRMAs might be more sensitive in
the assay of small polypeptides, in which radioiodine
incorporation into the antigen molecule was restricted;

conversely, these assays would be less sensitive for the
measurement ofantigens ofhigh molecular mass.) Nev-
ertheless, despite the appearance ofthis publication, the
belief that labeled antibody methods per se are intrin-

sically more sensitive than the corresponding labeled
analyte methods gained wide acceptance among clinical

chemists.

The reason for confusion on this issue is that the
greater potential sensitivity of certain assay formats is

not really a consequence of the labeling of antibody as
opposed to analyte; indeed, the apparent antithesis
between labeled-analyte and labeled-antibody methods
diverts attention from the true reasons underlying the
superior sensitivity ofcertain assay designs. Theoretical
analysis (see, e.g., 4 $ IS) reveals that, assuming "per-
fect" separation of the products of the binding reaction
(i.e., no misclassification ofbound and free moieties), the
optimal antibody concentration (for marin^l sensitiv-
ity) in a labeled analyte immunoassay invariably tends
to zero, irrespective ofwhether the free or bound labeled
analyte fraction is measured, whereas in labeled-anti-
body methods the optimal antibody concentration de-
pends on which labeled-antibody fraction is measured
(see Figure 3). Ifthe free (unreacted) antibody fraction is

measured, the optimal concentration also tend*4o zero;

conversely, if the analyte-bound fraction is measured,

the concentration tends to infinity. In short, of the four
basic measurement strategies available-—labeled ana-
lyte, with measurement of free or bound reaction prod-
uct, and labeled antibody, also with measurement of
free or bound produce-only one permits, in practice, the
use of antibodv concentrations approaching infinity.

This particular approach may, for want ofa better term,
be described as "noncompetitive," although it must be
emphasized that such terminology involves a departure
from the original meanings attached ^"competitive"'
and "noncompetitive* when these descriptions were first
used in the present context Indeed, as discussed below,
assays may be subclassified in this manner when no
labeled reagent of any kind is involved.

However, the categorization of immunoassays and
other binding assays as competitive or noncompetitive,
depending on the binding agent concentration yielding
mfl*im n 1 assay sensitivity, itself obscures the underly-
ing reasons for the existence of this divergence in assay
designs, and may thus be misleading. These reasons
may be more readily understood ifthe basic principles of
such assays are portrayed differently from their custom-
ary presentation.

The "Antibody Occupancy Principle" of Immunoassay

When a "sensor" antibody is introduced into an ana-
lyte-containing medium, binding sites on the antibody
are occupied by analyte molecules to a fractional extent
that reflects both the equilibrium constant governing
the binding reaction, and the final concentration of free
analyte present in the mixture. This proposition stems
immediately from the Law ofMass Action, which can be
written as''

[AbAg]/fiAb] = iflfAg] (1)

or as fractional occupancy of antibody binding sites,
given by

[AbAgl/tAb] = K[£AgV(l + KffAg]) (2)

where [AbAg], [AbJ, [fAb], and [fAg] represent the
concentrations (at equilibrium) ofbound and total anti-
body, and free antibody and antigen (analyte), respec-
tively, andK « equilibrium constant. The final concen-
tration of free analyte generally depends on the concen-
trations of both total analyte and antibody; however
when total antibody approximates O.G5/£ or less, free
and total antigen ([Ag]) concentrations do not differ
significantly, and fractional occupancy of antibody is
given by

[AbAgl/iAb] = K[Ag]/(l + K[Ag]) (3)

Assays utilizing this concept have been termed "am-
bient analyte immunoassays" (16), fractional occupancy
being independent ofboth sample volume and antibody
concentration (Bee below).

All immunoassays essentially depend n measure-
ment of the 'fractional occupancy" of the sensor anti-

body after its reaction with analyte (&ee Figure 4).
Techniques relying on the measurement of unoccupied
antibody binding sites (from which antibody occupancy
is implicitly deduced by subtraction) necessitate—for
attainment of maximal sensitivity—the use of sensor
antibody concentrations tending to zero; these assays
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Fig. 4. The antibody bindinp-site occupancy principle of Immunoas-

may therefore be categorized as "competitive." Con-
versely, techniques in which occupied sites are directly
measured permit (in principle) the use ofrelatively high
concentrations ofsensor antibody and may be described
as "noncompetitive." This difference in assay design
simply reflects the proposition that, to minimize error in
the measurement, it is generally undesirable to mea-
sure a small quantity by estimating the difference
between two large quantities.

These concepts are illustrated in Figure 5, which
portrays basic immunoassay formats currently in com-
mon use. Conventional RIA and other similar "labeled-
analyte" techniques rely on measurement of unoccupied
binding Bites, generally by back-titration (either simul-
taneous or sequential) with labeled analyte, but anti-
idiotypic antibody (reactive only with uri<>ccupied sites
on the sensor antibody) may be used for the same
purpose. In the case of single-site labeled-antibody as-
says, the labeled antibody itself constitutes the sensor
antibody; after reaction with analyte, this sensor anti-
body may be separated into occupied and unoccupied
fractions through use of (e.g.) an immunosorbent (com-
prising antigen, antigen analog, or anti-idiotypic anti-
body linked to a solid support). If, after separation the
"signal" emitted by labeled antibody bound to analyte
(i.e., the "occupied" fraction) is measured directly the
assay can be classed as "noncompetitive." Conversely, if
one measures the labeled antibody not bound to analyte
(i.e., that attached to the immunosorbent), then the
assay is "competitive."

Two-site "sandwich" assays are clearly more complex
because they rely on two antibodies and can be consid-
ered from two points of view. For our present purposes,
the solid-phase antibody can be regarded as the "sensor''
antibody, with the labeled antibody enabling the occu-

pied sensor-antibody binding sites to be distinguished.
Seen from this viewpoint, two-site assays may be
classed as "noncompetitive."

These considerations emphasize that the differences
in design distinguishing so-called competitive and non-
competitive methods are essentially unrelated to which

-<

<
. K

'NCN-coMprnnvE immunoassay"

tfeummftm of unoccupteti »*t»f
-

<+

<
o-

-€>•

"y""f

"COMPETITIVE IMMUNOASSAY-

Llbataa wiCidofy^c vnbgdr

y UbMMvriteOy

Fig. 5. Basic competitive and noncompetitive immunoassay designs
The distinction between noncompetitive and competitive immunoassays re-

antibody methods are -noncompetitive- U occupied sites ol the feUrtZnanObody « dtrectfy measured, but ar. '^t^^Zr^ml^,
"rx^l8^«? are measured. Ubeledsintioen(W toft) or labeled
t^rf*** r*10* (W cemw

) »» measJren^TS.
unoccupied by analyte. and are therelore ol "competitive" design

component (if any) of the reaction system is labeled.
Indeed, in the case of transducer-based "immunosen-
sors." no component is labeled; nevertheless, the design
ofthe immunosenaor will differ significantly, depending
on whether a measurable signal is yielded by occupied
or unoccupied antibody binding sites situated on its
surface. In short, the terms "competitive" and "noncom-
petitive" merely reflect alternative approaches to the
determination of the occupancy of antibody binding
eites and lead to differences in the optimal antibody
concentration required to rninimize the effects of ran-
dom errors arising in the determination.
Competitive and noncompetitive immunoassays can

be shown to differ significantly in many of their perfor-
mance characteristics, including their sensitivities. In
both types of assays, both the affinity constant UQ of the
antibody and the specific activity ofthe label are impor-
tant in determining sensitivity; however, in practice,
the sensitivity ofcompetitive assays is primarily limited
by the affinity constant of the antibody, whereas the
specific activity of the label is more important in non-
competitive systems. In both cases, the "experimental"
or manipulation" error in the measurement of the
zero-dose response (Ro) [i.e., the relative error (ov/RJ
arising from pipetting and other operations, but not
including the statistical signal measurement error per
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bc] ifi of key importance in determining "potentiaT
assay sensitivity (i.e., the sensitivity obtained by assum-
ing the specific activity of the label to be infinite,

implying zero error in signal measurement). Thus the
potential sensitivity of a competitive assay can be
shown to be OfJKRof whereas that of a noncompetitive
aBsay is given by Ro^AbJXRo, where, in the latter

case, Ro is assumed to represent the labeled antibody
misclassified as bound (fbAb]^, commonly referred to as
"nonspecifically bound" antibody. Thus R^Ab] - f

( the
fraction of labeled antibody that is nonsperifically
bound, and R^/lAblKRc = fo^/K^. Assuming that
the relative error (o^/Ro) in the measurement of the
zero-dose response is approximately identical for both
competitive and noncompetitive assays, it is evident
from this simple analysis that the potential sensitivity
of noncompetitive methods is greater than that of com-
petitive methods by the factor f, i.e., by the fraction of
labeled antibody that is "nonspecifically bound." For
example, if the nonsperifically bound fraction is 0.01%,
a noncompetitive strategy u potentially capable of a
sensitivity 10 000-fold greater than that of a competi-
tive approach, other factors being equal.
These findings are summarized in Figure 6 (left)

which shows the relationships between sensitivity (ex-
pressed in terms of molecules per milliliter) and anti-
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Fig. 6. Theoretically predicted Bensltjvities of competitive and non-
competitive immunoassay methods (represented by the SD of aero
analyte measurements, expressed as molecules/ml) plotted as a
function of antibody affinity (X)

'

Not*: in ronoompettv. sandwich assays, the antibody affinity referred to Is
lhat ol the labeled antibody. In the competitive assays, calculations an baaed
on the assumption thai the experimental error (CV) incurred |n the measure-
rnemot the assay response (effraction of labeled antigen bound) Is 1« The
•potential MnsWvny- curve assumes the use a label of irmnne apacffic
activity, Implying that the error in the measurement ol the label oar m hTZn
^*

,"H°™ curve hdiceK the be. In eenaWvity tnvn, rromT. *****
error incurred in counting '«( daintecraHoni for a finite counting time Mote
that, t uaho entibodiee with an affinity <10» (tr» maxirrHim^aSue^h
practice), little Increase in eensitrvriy can be achieved by usmo labels of her**
ap^Hie activity than For rsncornpeW/v.^y^pSi^ZXt
curves shown relate to values of nonspecific binding of labeled anrJbodY ol 1%
{upper curves) and 0.01% (tower curves), and emphasize the Improvement In
sensitivity potentially attainable by mWmbSng nonspecific binoinorrhe cone-
spending ,B

Ma6e/ curves demonstrate the much greater lost In sensitivity

(compared with thai potentially attainable) when a radioisotopic marker is
used, and the special advantages of nonisotoplc labels of higher soeerfie
activity in noncompetitive assay designs (particularly it nonspecific bindino fc
reduced to 0.1* or less). Arrows indicate assay sensitivities reported tor
noncompetitive Irnmunoassayt based on «»| (i**). and enrymes >elyino on
tucrooenic (HS-eusa) (26) and rsdioective (usctia) (»j substraies These
conclusions underlay the original development of frne^s,,^:
fiuorolmmunoassay (oom). the first noniaotopic "ultra-safisitive" immunoas-

body affinity in an optimized competitive (labeled ana.
lyte) assay. For this analysis, we assume (a) the use ofa
label ofinfinite specific activity, and (6) the use of ,a

»I aa
a label, the radioactivity of the samples -being counted
for 1 min. Computations of the theoretically optimal
reagent concentrations (on which calculations repre-
sented in ..Figure 6 rely) were based on the further
assumptions that (c) the radioactivity of the antibody,
bound labeled-analyte fraction was counted and (d) the
(relative) "experimental error" component in the mea-
surement of the bound fraction (cyb) was 1%. Given
these assumptions, the "potential" sensitivity attain-
able in Buch an assay is o^JKb, where K is the affinity
constant of the antibody. [For example, if the affinity
constant is 10" Ltool, and cyb is 0.01 (1%), maximal
assay sensitivity iB 10"" mol/L, or -6 x 10" molecules/
mL.] The additional "dgnal measurement error" arising
in consequence of counting radioactive samples for a
finite time implies a loss of assay sensitivity, as shown
by the upper curve in Figure 6 (left). However, the
resulting loss in sensitivity is relatively small for anti-
bodies of affinities <1012

Lfool, and is negligible for
antibodies with affinities <10" L/mol. In other words, if
the assayist can accept individual sample counting
times of 1^6 min, little improvement in sensitivity is
gained b/' using alternative labels of higher specific
activities than 126

I. However, similar considerations
suggest that radioisotopic labels of much lower specific
activity than 125

I (e.g., *VL) may limitthe sensitivities of
the assays (such as steroid assays) in which they are
used, notwithstanding the use of relatively long sample
counting times.

The other main conclusions stemming from such
analysis are the importance ofboth minimizing "manip-
ulation" errors and using antibodies of high binding
affinity. For example, an increase in o»/b to 3% implies
an approximate threefold loss in sensitivity, notwith-
standing the fact that an assay reoptimized in response
to the deterioration in operator skill that these numbers
imply would utilize less antibody and labeled analyte,
thereby partially offsetting the consequences of poor
pipetting. But the most important conclusion emerging
from the analysis is the near impossibility, in practice,
of achieving immunoassay sensitivities better than
about 107 moleculea/mL by using a competitive ap-
proach, irrespective ofthe nature ofthe label used, ifone
assumes an upper limit to antibody binding affinities on
the order of 10" L/mol.

The results of a similar analysis of the sensitivity
limitations applying to noncompetitive (two-site) assays
US) are illustrated in Figure 6 (right). Two sets of
curves are portrayed here, corresponding to the assump-
tions of 1% and 0.01% nonspecific binding of labeled
antibody to the capture-antibody substrate. Such anal-
ysis likewise yields important conclusions relevant to
assay design, e.g., the crucial importance of reducing
nonspecific binding of labeled antibody to an absolute
minimum. Furthermore, if nonspecific binding is re-
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by using an antibody ofK = 108 iVmol in an optimized
noncompetitive assay design as by using an antibody ofK = 10ia L/mol in a competitive method. One ofthe most
important conclusions is that the sensitivities poten-
tially attainable with high-aflSnity antibodies (K >1010

I/mol) are bey nd the reach of radioisotopically based
methods, which (because of the relatively low specific
activities of isotopes such as

128
I) are limited in practice

to sensitivities of the order of 106-107
molecules/ml or

more. In short, although, under certain circumstances
noncompetitive DJMAs may be somewhat more sensitive
than corresponding RIA techniques (assuming the use
of the same antibody in each methodology), the poten-
tial advantage! (w-o-ms sensitivity) of the noncompet-
itive approach can be realized only by using noniaotipic
labels of much higher specific activity than ml The
superiority of such labels is most apparent when they
are combined with Hgh-affinity antibodies; however
Figure 6 demonstrates that, even with use of antibodies'
vnth affinities ofabout 10M0* L/mol,noniito^S
may yield a substantia] improvement in sensitivity
These theoretical conclusions, together with the pub-

lication by Kohler and Milstein (18) of methods of in
vitro production of monoclonal antibodies (J) consti
tuted the basis ofmy laboratory's collaborative develop-
ment (initiated around 1976) with the instrument man-
ufacturer LKB/WaUac ofthe time-resolved fluorometric
immunoassay methodology now known as DELFlA (19
20). This methodology was the first "ultra-sensitive"
nonisotopic immunoassay methodology to be developed
The same basic approach has subsequently been
adopted by many other manufacturers, using a variety
of high-specific activity labels (Table 1).

Against this background, let us now turn to the
development of highly sensitive, miniatumed "micro-
spot" immunoassays and multianalyte assay systems.

Antibody "Mlcroapot" Immunoassay: Basic Concentsand Theory
"

Ambient Analyte Immunoassay

Particular attention has been drawn above to the
specious notion that an antibody concentration appro*-
imating 0.5/K is required to maximize the sensitivity of
conventional labeled-antigen assays. This proposition is
implicitly overturned by the development of"microBpot"
immunoassays, which we expect to provide the basis of
a new generation of binding assay methods. But before

Table 1. Detection Limits According to Type of Label

)as

UM Specific activity

' 1
^e'e«able event per second per
7.5 x io« labeled Molecules

Enzyme label Determined by enzyme "amplifica-
tion factor" and deteciabilrty of
reaction product

Chemiluminescent label 1 detectable event per labeled
molecule

Fluoresce* label Many detectable events per labeled
molecule

discussing this methodology in detail, another basic
analytical concept must be examined.
The recognition that all immunoassays essentially

rely on measurement of antibody occupancy leads to a
potentially important type of assay, ambient analyte
immunoassay (J6). This name is intended to describe
assay systems that, unlike conventional methods, mea-
sure the analyte concentration in the medium to whichan antibody is exposed, being independent both of sain-
pie volume and of the amount of antibody present The
possibility of developing such assays follows from theLaw ofMass Action, which leads to the following equa-

lyte of antibody binding sites (at equilibrium);

F2 - F<(l/[Ab]) + (fAnMAb]) + 1} + rAnMAb] = 0 (4)

where. [An] = analyte concentration, [An] = antibody
concentration (both in units of UK).1

From this equation it may readily be shown that, for
antibody concentrations approaching D, F = [An]/(1 +
I^J). This conclusion is illustrated in Figure" 7 inwhich the fractional occupancy of ("monospecific*1

or
"monoclonal") antibody binding sites in the presence of
various analyte concentrations is plotted against anti-body concentration. When an antibody concentration of
less than fay) 0.01/* (the antibody preferably bu^ not
essentially being coupled to a solid support) is exposed
to an analyte^ntaining medium, the resulting (free-bonal) occupancy of antibody binding sites solely re-
flects the ambient concentration of analyte' and is
independent of the total amount of antibody in thesystem. (If, for example. K = 10" IVmol. an LtibodJ
bmding-Bite concentration of 0.01/JT represents 0.01 x
10 » mol/L, or 6.02 x io* binding sites/ml.) Analytebmding by antibody causes depletion of (unbound) ana-^te in the medium but, because the amount bound issmall the resulting reduction in the ambient concentra-
faon of analyte is insignificant For example, if the

SSSK?°n
i5

b
?d
f5

Site8 °{thetmr antibodies is<aoi/JT analyte depletion in the medium is invariably
<1%, and the system is therefore effectively indepen-

with (AbJ and [An]. FortS^tCl^SSS^
affinity (constant) for analyte of 10" iVmM

" P°!**?e*^

anUbodv vrith an affinity Xvt>iLl.To-S&tt
erprleJli * is

The term "ambient" is uaed to indicatp *ko# *u *

pancy reflects the analy* concent^,

,

Z^jS2&^
sites are exposed, not the amount ofasalZntu T^. bu3tb

.

n«
i.e.. the aystam is independeXCS^JS

f

mCubaUon
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Antibody concentration
* tA

Fig. 7. Fractional antbody bindlng-tite occupancy (F, see equation
4) plotted as a function of antibody binding-slte concentration for
drfferent vaJuea of analyte (antigen) concentration {—) and the
percentage binding (b) of anaJyte to antibody (right-hand ordinate; -

All concentrations are expressed In unite of VK Note thai for antibody
concentrations <0.01/K (approximately}, the percentage bhdino ol anahrte li<1* for all analyte coooentrstfone, and tractionaJ bindinoHwto occupancy Z
essentially unaflected by variations in antibody concentration extendi^ over
several enters of magnituoe. bring oovemed soiety by antioen concenfration
(ambient analyte immunoassay). Note that radclmn^noassaya and other
"competitive" immunoassays are conventionaJiy designed to use antibodv
concentrations approximating O.VK-VK or mon (inprying binding of anaMe

dent of sample volume.

These conclusions lead to two further concepts. First,
the antibody may be confined to a n

microspor on a solid
support, such that the total number of antibody binding
Bites within the microspot is <vlK x 10"6 x N, where v
- the sample volume to which the microspot is exposed
(in milliliters) and N = Avogadro's number (6 x 1023}
For example, if v = 1 and K = 1012

Ltaol, then the

*>ei*«to In tm sWmpit
| nmm»m *

iwnmlfH tone. pK) ^ *

maximum number of binding sites that will cause neg-
ligible disturbance to the ambient concentration
of analyte is 6 x 10

6
, this number being greater for

lower-affinity antibodies. Furthermore, thej>erception
that the ratio of occupied (or unoccupied) sites to total
binding sites is solely dependent on the ambient concen-
tratjon of analyte leads to the concept of a dual-label,
ratiometric,".microspot immunoassay.

'

Dual-Label Microspot Immunoassay

After exposure of a microspot ofantibody (located on a
suitable probe) to an analyte-containing fluid (see Pig-
ure 8, left), the probe may be removed and exposed to a
solution containing a high concentration of a "develop-
ing" antibody directed against either a second epitope
(i.e., the occupied site) on the analyte molecule if the
molecule is large, or against unoccupied binding sites on
the antibody in the case of small analyte molecules
(Figure 8. right). The fractional occupancy ofthe sensor
antibody may thus be estimated by measuring the ratio
of sensor and developing antibodies that form the dual-
antibody "couplets." This can be readily achieved by
labeling the sensor and the developing antibodies with
different labels, e.g., a pair of radioactive, enzyme r
chemiluminescent markers (or even labels of entirely
different nature). Fluorescent labels are potentially par-
ticularly useful in this context because, by the use f
optical scanning techniques (Figure 9), they permit the
scanning of arrays of antibody "microspots" distributed
over a surface (each microspot directed against a differ-
ent anaJyte), so that multiple analyte assays may be
performed simultaneously on the same sample. Several

kxvtotM «Hn •nlMrvaiyu Aft*

Itoot W) InuMto Mih MilHaiotrpK
,

(tin*. \IK1

V«r mmi mm , .„„

Non-competltlve assay Competitive assay

Rfl. 8. Microspot Immunoassay: [hfl) first incubation with th« ,

concentration to which the microspot hu ton ttpo^iriT)i^^,^^ 2 b,ndin8 8he6 'e,,ectln0 the analyte
•ntibody^ with either occupied shea(no^&Z^^SSS^J2f^Sf,t "T*" * 8 "^W
In the second ircufcallon. a concentration o< Cvetopfco antibody ha» bJ^LZ^T^Z (competitive assay) " *

•~h«8 wooy net e^wlectedeuchthal only S0% of the occupied or urxwupied ahse la ioentifiad
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4
6 .

a chotorn p^.

£ phoiom £>

^ am -idiotypic antibody

b * 6

Rg. 9. Basic principle of dual-label. ambient analyte Immunoassay
relying on fluorescent-labeled antibodies

" assay

The rate of o and fl foorescent photons emitted refects the value o< F /«-
fig. 7) and depend* soWy on the andyt. conc^efioTtoX^^^L'?-

own exposed. The ratio isur^ecte^^^^^'^
coated (as a monomotecutor I**,)or^^sS^^*""**

advantages stem from adopting a dual fluorescence
measurement. For example, neither the amount nor the
distribute of the sensor antibody within the detector's
field of view is important, because the ratio of the
emitted fluorescent signals is unaffected. Likewise fluc-
tuations in the intensity of the incident (exciting) 'liefat
beam are apt to be of little significance. These advan-
tages are additional to the basic benefit stemming from
this approach, i.e., that the necessity of ensuring con.
stancy of the amount of sensor antibody used in the
assay system is removed.

Microspot Immunoassay Sensitivity

Because the microspot immunoassay methodology
challenges concept* that have dominated immunoassay
design theory in the past two to three decades, consid-
erataon of the potential sensitivity attainable by this
approach is obviously ofprimary importance. The prop-
osition that microspot assays may be at least as sensi-
tive as conventional systems that rely on far lanrer
amounts of antibody may readily be demonstrated by
consideration of a model system. Let us postulate that
sensor antibody molecules are attached to the surface of
a solid support euch that their binding sites remain
exposed to the analyte, and that their affinity for the
analyte is thereby unchanged. (The antibody concentra-
tion in the system—the number of binding sites on the
support divided by the incubation volume—is unaffected
by such attachment, and antibody occupancy by analvte
at equilibrium will be identical to that cxrurring if the
antibody is distributed uniformly throughout the incu-
bation mixture.) Let us also suppose that the antibody
molecules exist as a uniform m n layer.of maximal
surface density on the support and (to simplify discus-
sion) are unlabeled. Then a change in the concentration
of sensor antibody implies a corresponding change in
the surface area over which the antibody is distributed
If, for example, the antibody affinity constant is 10"
L/mol, the total incubation volume is 1 mL, and the
antibody surface density is 6000 binding sites/ion2

, then

8
^"w"6

?.

°f 1(*m iU" °'1^ accommodates
antibody binding sites corresponding to a concentration

J* VrX?
f?lnua8con^^toacone^

tration ofQ 01/*, etc. Let us further postulate that, after
exposure of the sensor antibodies to a medium contain,
ing analyte at a concentration of 0.01/ST (i.e., 6 x 10'
moleculeaAnL) we measure "noncompetitively" the re-

"f^SS^ <•*. ^ exposure to a sec-
ond, labeled, "developing" antibody directed against the
analyte, forming a typical antibody sandwich). Finally
let us suppose that all occupied sites react with the
developing antibody, with the latter also binding «non-
specrfically- to the solid support itself at a LrC
density of 1 molecule//im3.

We may now consider the effects of a progressive
reduction ofthe antibody-coated surface area from (e a )
1 mm (effective antibody concentration UK) through
0.1 mm' (O.LK) te 0.01 mm2

(0.01/tf) and below. Froln
equation 4, the value ofF for the 1 mm2

area is 4.98 x
10 Thus at equilibrium the number of analyte and
labeled antibody molecules specifically bound to the
area is 2.99 x 107

(i.e., about 50% of the total analyte
molecules present), whereas the number of labeled an-
tibody molecules nonspecifically bound is 106 Thus
assmmng the field ofview ofthe detecting instrument is
restricted to the area on which the sensor antibody is
deposited (see Figure 10a), and (provisionally) assuming
the background (or "noise") ofthe instrument itselfto bezero (i.e., the only source of background is the non-

a. Fit*, e/ «™ «er.»„, „. o, ,na>oat Wpotlllon etctMJM: s;8 rw

m3
b.n.W of vi~ corouni: .re* „< anuoocy «p«r»on diaiisn: S/B fills

C. Flew ot view cow,*: 0/ j,,,,^ Oepeji|iofi e,enity S/6 w|<

SJL"Captu
l'

antibody <CAb) * assumed coated on circular(shaded) areas; the field ol view ot the sianal-mea&unnn .

is represented by square {unshaded)^
SUn"9 ms,rl"nen,

(o) Reduction ol both the area ol deposition ol CAb and the field« an menas* in the signafnoiee (S/B) ratio H tto CAhu SI ^ •

W3uta
reducing th* antibooyloatad area (b) «

"
e oenttiyol

while the field of view remains urch^^S/BlSs KMtin9
<c»
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specifically-bound labeled antibody within the instru-

ment's field of view), the signal/noise ratio observed for

the 1 mm2
area is -30. Similarly, the value ofF for a 0.1

mm2 area is 9.02 x 10~ s
, the number of labeled anti-

body molecules specifically bound to the area is 5.41 x

10
6

, the number nonspecifically bound is 106
, and the

signal/noise ratio is -54. Likewise, the signal/noise

ratio for a 0.01 mm2 area can be shown to be -59. In

short, the signal/noise ratio increases as the antibody-

coated surface area is decreased, approaching a maxi-
mal (plateau) value of 60 as the area coated with sensor
antibody falls below 0.01 mm2 and tends toward zero.

If, however, a reduction in the antibody-coated area
were not accompanied by a corresponding reduction in

the detecting instrument's field of view, the resulting

reduction in "signal" would not lead to a corresponding
decrease in the background generated by nonspecifi-

cally-bound developing antibody (Figure 106). There-
fore, although reduction in the coated area would in-

crease the fractional occupancy of the sensor antibody,

the signal/noise ratio might either remain constant or
fall. In these circumstances it might be advantageous to
increase the coated area. Similarly, if the surface den-
sity of sensor antibody were decreased (the coated area
being held constant), similar conclusions would be
reached (Figure 10c).

Likewise, if the background signal generated within
the detecting instrument itself (e.g., from the photocath-
ode of a photomultiplier tube used to detect photons
emitted from the antibody-coated area) were not zero,

and remained constant regardless of the instrument's'
field f view, then a maximum signal/noise ratio would
also be attained at some optima] value of the antibody-
coated area, below which the ratio would fall. Because,
h wever, one can generally reduce the size of the detector
(and hence the detector-generated background) at the
same rate as the si2e ofthe signal-emitting area, there is

no reason—in principle—for the signal/noise ratio to
diminish as the antibody-coated area is progressively
reduced toward zero. Thus if we.accept the signal/noise
ratio as indicative of the precision of the measurement of
antibody occupancy (and hence of assay sensitivity),

these considerations suggest that it is advantageous to
reduce the antibody-coated surface area (and, concomi-
tantly, the sensor-antibody concentration) toward zero,
although little advantage ia likely to accrue from reduc-
ing the area below 0.01 mm2

(and thus the antibody
concentration below 0.01/JO.

Were the microspot area indeed reduced to zero, both
signal and noise would likewise also fall to zero (the
ratio between them nevertheless remaining essentially
constant), implying that no signal of any kind would, in
the limit, be recorded. In practice, other statistical

factors come into play when the number of individual
events (e.g., photons) observed by a detecting instru-
ment is very low, thus prohibiting a reduction of the
sensor antibody concentration to zero. The point at
which the reduction in the antibody-coated area causes
tb*» dpt/vrf.«V»l* fiipnftl to be lost sufficiently to affect the

precision of the measurement of antibody occupancy
depends clearly on the specific activity of the labeled
antibody used to measure the occupied binding sites: the
higher the specific activity, the smaller the-peraisaible
area. Thus, given labels of very high specific activity,

one can envision circumstances in which, even in a
"noncompetitive" system, the optimal concentration of
sensor antibody may be exceedingly low. A more gen-
eral conclusion is that a variety offactors, including the
characteristics of the instruments used for measuring
the labeled antibody (or labeled analyte), influence
immunoassay design, implying, among other things, the
virtual impossibility of formulating general rules re-

garding this. For example, reagent concentrations that
are optimal for isotopically labeled reagents used with a
conventional radioisotope counter (possessing a fixed
background dependent on its basic construction) are
likely to be entirely different when very high-specific-
activity labels are used and one has the freedom to tailor
the measuring instrument to samples of any size. In
short, certain conclusions based on experience of R1A
and IRMA techniques may prove misleading when ap-
plied to nonisotopic methodologies, and should be
viewed with caution.

A more detailed theoretical consideration of (noncom-
petitive) microspot immunoassay sensitivity (21) sug-
gests that

= D**^ x [(6 x lO^d + [Ab*])]/DX[Ab»] (5)

whereD = surface density (binding sites^^m2) of sensor
antibody, K = sensor antibody affinity (L/mol), [Ab*] =
concentration oflabeled antibody in developing solution
(expressed in units of where K* = labeled antibody
affinity), D*mir, = minimum detectable surface density
of labeled antibody (molecules//un2), and = assay
detection limit (molecules/mL). For example, if [Ab*] =
1>£ = 10

6
molecules'/mi2 , iC « 10n Umol, andD*^ =

20 molecules//im3
, then = 2.4 x 10° molecules/mL

« 4 x 10" 16 mol/L and the fractional occupancy of the
binding sites of the sensor antibody by the minimum
detectable concentration of analyte i6 0.04%. Figure 11
showB the theoretical aBBay sensitivities attainable with
use of sensor antibodies of various affinities, plotted as a
function ofD*^.
A similar theoretical analysis of competitive micro-

spot immunoassay indicates that potential sensitivities
are essentially identical to those attainable with con*
ventional competitive methodologies. In summary, the
above considerations indicate that the attainment of
high microspot assay sensitivity requires close packing
of molecules of sensor antibodies within the microspot
area, combined with the use ofan instrument capable of

accurately measuring very low surface densities of de-
veloping antibodies. They also suggest that (a) micro-
spot assay sensitivities considerably higher than those
obtainable by conventional isotopically based immu-
noassays are achievable, and (6) if labels of very high
specific activity are available, the sensitivities yielded
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Sensitivity
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antfbody par micronetv*
molecule* of fluoreseoirvtobeied

by micmrpot aasaya are unlikely to be inferior and
Spending on the characteristics of the measuring in-
etruments used) could be superior to the sensitivities
achievable in macroscopic assays of conventional de-

finally, we briefly address a further question occa-
sionally raised in this context, i.e., the kinetic charac
tenstics ofmicrospot assays. Two points should be made
regarding th* issue. First, the smaller the microspot ofsensing anybody, the lower the diffusion constraint on^ velocity ofthe antibody/anaJyte binding reaction, sothat at the limit (i.e., when the amount of antibody
situated within the microspot area approaches zeroHhe
kinetics ofthe reaction approximate those observed in ahomogeneous hquid-phase system. Second, although the
effective concentration ofsensor antibody in the incuba.
tion medium is exceedingly low, the fractional rateatwhich sensor antibody binding sites within the micro-

22J

^

om
fk

occuPied " ^variably greater in this cir-
ciunstance than when a relatively high concentration ofantibody ,s used, as in conventional assays, particularly

m mind the relationship between fractional ocaroancyof sensor antibody and the signal/noise ratioS^edabove it is readily demonstrable that the rate atwhkh

X2 ITf*
18 gre8tft When **a*P* area (andthe antibody contained within it) is least. Thus eiven

instrumentation whose field of view is restricted to the
microspot area, the highest signal/noise ratio will be
observed (after any selected incubation DeridS) when the

<U.01//f. In
vshort, contrary perhaps to superficial im

pression, and to the generally accepted bebef that shortimmunoassay incubation times require the use of verv
large amounts of antibody, the antibody microspot ap

proach provides the basis of assavn w*«««n
rapid than any currently available

*

Microspot Immunoassay: Some Practical Considerations
Although various high-specifix-activity antibody la.bels are potentially usable in this context our

nary studies have relied on the use ™££
fiuorophor, The simultaneous IS^Etffi
fluorescences from small areas is, of course, weU estShahed, and the availability of unproved instnmX
bon(e.g the aser sc^mung confocaJ niicroscope) albeitnot specifically designed for the present 35* has

laser beam, the fluorescence photoTenSted JITS
focused in turn onto a difftjSHft

focal pomt, the projection of the iUumination pinhole

£™ 12?

'p
n
rojectiOD of i*»W?S£S

1* gure 12). Fluorescence photons emitted at nth,!
points thus possess a low probability
detector. Such systems contrast with conventional erf!fluorescence nucroscopee, in which the specimen* ex.

f« £?!de^T^T' flU0rC8Cent ^tters 'sSated in a defined plane of a tissue sample Electro™
spontaneously emitted by the. photomuSDheV^hTS!cathode contribute to the background

I siSaT if
' Te

2*Te£ aDdmUfiVf- Wghesflcrospfeiay aensitmty-be minimized. Fortunately, the desimof
instrument* permits the photocathSie to bTv%3m area

'
«d^ ^urce of background can U^xpSed

Objective

Antibody microipoi

Pig. 12. Schematic diagram of a dual-channel crWnr.»i
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to diminish with future improvement in photomultiplier

design. Other sources of background include fluores-

cence emitted by components in the optical system,

which may not, in current instruments, have been

constructed with background reduction as a prime con-

sideration. Nevertheless, they detect with high sensitiv-

ity fluorescent signals. For example, one commercially

available microscope is claimed to detect fluorescein at a

density of 10 moleculesVm2
. Most commercially avail-

able fluorescein isothiocyanate (fTTO-labeled IgG ex-

hibits a fluorophor/protein ratio of —4; this implies

detection limit (D*mix) for antibody surface density of

two or three FITC-labeled IgG molecules per microme-

ter
2

. This, in turn, implies a theoretical sensitivity for a

two-site immunoassay of ~2-3 x io5 analyte molecules

per milliliter, assuming identical parameter values as

above, or 2-3 x 10
4
molecules/mL if the sensing anti-

body has an affinity of 1012
L/mol. Clearly, sensitivity

may be increased by loading more fluorophor either

directly or indirectly onto the antibody.

Our preliminary studies have relied on a less sensi-

tive microscope, albeit one possessing facilities for dual-

fluorescence measurement Its argon laser emits two
excitation lines at 488 and 514 nm. It is thus particu-

larly efficient in exciting blue/green-emitting fluoro-

phores such as FJTC (excitation maximum 492 nm), but
is less efficient in exciting fluorophores such as Texas
Red (excitation maximum 596 nm). However, the ratio-

metric assay principle permits considerable variation in

detection efficiencies of the two labels because the spe-

cific activities of the labeled antibody species forming
the antibody couplets can be chosen to yield signal

ratios approximating unity. Inefficiency of the argon
laser in exciting Texas Red is thus not a major handicap
in this context. Though this instrument relies on a
conventional microscope and not on an optical system
designed for this purpose (and thus implicitly less sen-

sitive), it permits quantification of fluorescence signals

generated from microspots of any selected area. Initial

studies have revealed that, under conditions that are

not optimal, the instrument is'capable of detecting —25
FITC«labeled and (or) 150 Texaa Red-labeled IgG mole-
cules per micrometer

2
, while scanning an area of —50

Mm2
,

The development ofmicrospot immunoassays has also

necessitated closer scrutiny of the mechanisms involved
in the coupling, of antibodies to solid supports. In the
present context, these should display a capacity to

adsorb (in the form of a monolayer)—-or to covalently

link—a high surface density of antibody combined with
low intrinsic-signal-generating properties (e.g., low in-

trinsic fluorescence), thus minimizing background. We
have examined a number of candidate materials, such

as polypropylene, Teflon* cellulose and nitrocellulose

membranes, microtiter plates (clear polystyrene plates;

black, white, and clear polystyrene plates), glass slides

and quartz optical fibers coated with 3-(amino propyl)

triethoxy silane, etc, and several alternative protocols

for achieving high monolayer coating densities. These

(WED) 2.19'03 U:35/ST. 1 1 : 2S/NO. 4B62209286 P

studies have exposed phenomena neither evident nor of
importance when antibody binding to solid supports is

examined at a macroscopic level. Provisionally, we have
used white Dynatech Microfluor microtiter plates-
formulated for the detection of low fluorescence signals,

and yielding high signal/noise ratios and high coating
densities of functional antibodies (-5 x 104 IgG mole-
cuW^m^for assay development, although such
plates are not ideal. Indeed, deficiencies in the antibody-
deposition methods used constitute the principal source
of imprecision in assay results and the limitation in
sensitivity that this implies. Clearly, this represents an
area for further study and refinement ofcurrent coating
techniques.

Notwithstanding the limitations of present instru-

mentation (which, among other things, does not permit
the use of time-resolving techniques to distinguish two
individual fluorescence signals either from each other or
from background fluorescence) and the crudenese f
present methods for coupling antibodies onto small
areas, we have verified the theoretical concepts outlined
above by comparing the performance of several assays
when constructed in microspot format and when conven-
tionally designed. Although unoptimized, ratiometric
microspot assays have yielded sensitivity values closely

approaching those of conventional optimized ERMA. As
an example, the results ofa ratiometric assay system for

thyrotropin, with use of Texas Red- and FITC-labeled
antibodies, are shown in Figure 13. Bearing in mind the
well-known limitations of these and other "convention*
aT fluorophors when used as immunoassay reagent
labels, such results are encouraging, although further
work is clearly required to achieve the considerably
greater sensitivity theoretically predicted with use of
improved fluorophors, better antibody-microspotting
techniques, and purpose-built (time-resolving) instru-
mentation.

The finding that highly sensitive immunoassays can
be performed with far smaller amounts ofantibody than

260 -i

,%~ ' 1 -i— »

- 1
1 10 100 1000

TSH concentration (mU/L)

Fig. 13. Response curve In a dual-labeled microspot ratiometric

assay of thyr tropin (TSH) with Texas Red-labeled solid-phase
capture antibody and a developing antibody labeled with Wotin/
FITC-avidin

The rnC/Texas Red ratio tor each microspot was measured with e acarmlng
confoc*! microscope, and plotted e* • function of TSH concentration in
miUi-inL unita/L
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are currently used conventionally permits in turn the

construction of antibody microspot arrays enabling, in

principle, the simultaneous measurement of thousands

of different substances in 1-mL samples. In collabora-

tion with investigators at the Centre for Applied Micro-

biological Research, Porton Down, U.K., we are pres-

ently developing various techniques for the creation of

such arrays. Indeed, similar technologies have recently

been used for the parallel synthesis of several different

polypeptides, these enabling 10 000-microspot arrays to

be constructed on silica chips approximating 1 cm2
(24).

Although arrays of this capacity are unlftely.to ever be

required for conventional diagnostic purposes, we can
anticipate that the ability to simultaneously measure
many substances in the same sample will have revolu-

tionary consequences in medicine and other similar

areas. In addition, such techniques may ultimately

permit the individual analysis of the multiple isofonns

of certain "heterogeneous" analytes (e.g., the glycopro-

tein hormones), such molecular heterogeneity currently

presenting a major obstacle to the standardization and
interpretation of many immunological measurements
(25). Moreover, although these concepts have been illus-

trated in an immunoassay context, they are clearly

applicable to all "binding assays," including those rely-

ing on the use of DNA probes,, hormone receptors, etc.

For example, labeled lectins that are specific in their

reactions with the sugar residues in the oligosaccharide

chains of glycoprotein molecules may be used, together

with specific antibodies, to impart additional "structural

specificity- to sandwich assays (26, 27) % possibly over-

coming the limitations of antibodies per se in regard to

differentiation of the glycosylation variants of the gly-

coprotein hormones.

Summary and Conclusion
;/

Because of past confusion regarding the concepts of

precision, sensitivity, accuracy, etc., several erroneous
concepts have become incorporated within currently

accepted rules of immunoassay design. In particular,

much higher antibody concentrations are customarily
used than are necessary to achieve very high assay
sensitivity, provided that certain measurement strate-

gies are adhered to. In this presentation, we have
attempted to show that, in principle, the highest assay
sensitivities are obtained by confining a small number
of sensor antibody molecules onto a very small area in
the form of a microspot and measuring their occupancy
by an analyte, by using very high-specific-activity "de-

veloping" antibody probes, thereby maximizing the sig-

nal/noise ratio in the determination of sensor antibody
occupancy. This observati n, which contradicts cur-

rently accepted immunoassay design theory, in turn
makes possible the measurement of an unlimited num-
ber of different analytes on a chip of very small surface

area through the use of, e.g., laser scanning techniques

closely analogous to those used in compact disk tech-

niques ofsound recording. Extensive experimental stud-

ies in this area, albeit conducted with relatively crude
techniques and instrumentation not specifically de-

signed for these purposes, and therefore not reported in
detail here, have demonstrated the feasibility of the
miniaturized antibody microspot approach and the va-
lidity of the general concepts on which it is based. We
are therefore confident that this representa the basis of
a next-generation technology that is likely to have a
revolutionaiy impact on all fields involving the use of
binding assays.
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Vol 37, pp. 1447-8: In our desire for rapid publication,

important errors were introduced into the following

Technical Brief. The corrected version is here repro-

duced in its entirety, with our apologies to the authors.
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Until now, among the non-AF508 mutations identified in

the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator

(CFTR) gene by the Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Genetic Analysis

Consortium, the ones most frequently seen in our popula-

tion sample are the 1717-1G->A mutation (13/144 or 9% of

the CF chromosomes) and the GS42X mutation (16/190 or

8.4% of the CF chromosomes), both revealed by dot-blot

hybridization of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) prod-

uct with allele-specific oligonucleotides (ASO) probes (J).

In an attempt to simplify the analysis of the most
frequent mutations in the CFTR gene, we converted radio-

labeled ASO detection into restriction endonucleaae anal-

ysis of the amplified product

A PCR-mediated site-directed mutagenesis C2, 3) to de-

tect the G542X mutation by generating a novel BstNl site

in the wild-type sequence had already been suggested (4).

To detect the J 71 7-1G-*A mutation, we designed the

reverse primer (5'-CTCTGCAAACTTGGAGA^TC-3') to

contain a single-base mismatch (T-*G), which could create

a novel Avail restriction site [G J G(A/T)CC] in the am-
plified wild-type (WT) allele but not in the CF mutant CM)
allele:

Corrections

WT: WT 1717

5'

TAGGACA. GCAGAG

..CGTCTC

3'

AT XTGfr

Avail site

•5'

M; M 1717

I
5' 3'

3'

TAAGACA GCAGAG

ATTCTOg CGTCTC

*. mutarenized base of reverse primer
5'

Fig. "^Detection of the 1717-1 G-*A mutation by PCR
Reactions were carried out with 1 fig o* genomic DNA In a total volume ol 1 00
/*t containing 10 mmolfl. Trie-HCi (pH 8.3), 60 mmol/L KCl, 1.6 mmott.
MgCl?, 0.1 pA gelatin, 200 >imoi/L each of the tour cteoxyribonucieotkfe
tripho£phste&, 2.6 unite of Taq potynwraae (Pertdn-Ekner Cetua, NorwaDc.
CT), and 100 pmol ot each of the primers. PCR conditions were as follows:

denaturation al 94 "C for 1 min. annealing et 55 *C tor 30 s. and extension at

72 *C tor 1 mln, lor a totaJ of 30 cydea. PCR products were digested tor 2 h at

37 "C with 5 U oTAvrtl and elecvophoresed on 3% agarose-1% NuSleve get
tor 1 h at 50 V. Bands were made visfcle by staining the gel with athidium
bromide. Lane 1: Hartll-algested pBR322 size marker. Lane 2: normal
homoTygote. taw 3: CF patient homozygous for the 1717-1 G-*A mutation.

Lane 4: heteroxypote carrier lor the 1717-1G-»A mutation

For the forward primer, we used the one made available

by the CF Genetic Analysis Consortium to amplify exon 11

of the CFTR gene: 5 -CAACTGTGGTTAAAGCAAT-
AGTGT-3'.

Digestion by Avail enzyme ofthe PCR product generates
two fragments of 116- and 21-bp in the wild-type alleles

and leaves undigested a 137-bp fragment in the mutant
alleles (Figure 1).

By combined analysis for the AF508 mutation (5) (252/

470 or 53.6% of the CF chromosomes), 1717-1G-+A, and

G542X, about 71% of mutations might be detected by

nonisotopic analysis of the PCR product, thus allowing a

faster and easier one-day procedure for carrier screening

and prenatal testing.
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